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ABSTRACT

The pressurized lunar rover (PLR) consists of a 7 m long, 3

m diameter cylindrical main vehicle and a trailer which houses

the power and heat rejection systems. The main vehicle carries

the astronauts, life support systems, navigation and

communication systems, directional lighting, cameras, and

equipment for exploratory experiments. The PLR shell is

constructed of a layered carbon-fiber/foam composite. The rover

has six 1.5 m diameter wheels on the main body and two 1.5 m
diameter wheels on the trailer. The wheels are constructed of

composites and flex to increase traction and shock absorption.
The wheels are each attached to a double A-arm aluminium

suspension, which allows each wheel 1 m of vertical motion. In

conjunction with a 0.75 m ground clearance, the suspension aids

the rover in negotiatiating the uneven lunar terrain. 15 N-m
torque brushless electric motors are mounted with harmonic drive

units inside each of the wheels. The rover is steered by
electrically varying the speeds of the wheels on either side of
the rover.

The PLR trailer contains a radioisotope thermoelectric

generator providing 6.7 kW. A secondary back-up energy storage
system for short-term high-power needs is provided by a bank of

batteries. The trailer can be detached to facilitate docking of
the main body with the lunar base via an airlock located in the

rear of the PLR. The airlock is also used for EVA operation
during missions.

Life support is a partly regenerative system with air and
hygiene water being recycled. A layer of water inside the
composite shell surrounds the command center. The water absorbs

any damaging radiation, allowing the command center to be used as

a safe haven during solar flares.

Guidance, navigation and control are supplied by a strapdown

inertial measurement unit that works with the on-board computer.

Star mappers provide periodic error correction. The PLR is

capable of voice, video, and data transmission. It is equipped

with two 5 W X-band transponders, allowing simultaneous

transmission and reception. An S-band transponder is used to
communicate with the crew during EVA.

The PLR has a total mass of 6197 kg. It has a nominal speed

of i0 km/hr and a top speed of 18 km/hr. The rover is capaple of

towing 3 metric tons (in addition to the RTG trailer).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

As the space program develops, it will become necessary to

establish and maintain a lunar base.

foothold on the moon, from which

expansion into space can take place.

This base will provide a

further exploration and

The space program will

involve many endeavors on the moon. Various lunar tasks require

a dependable means of transportation. Some of these missions

will be in the immediate vicinity of the base and require only a

short time to complete. These can be performed by crew using EVA

suits and a primitive unpressurized lunar rover. Other missions

will involve much longer times and larger distances. These

missions require a pressurized lunar rover (PLR). The PLR must

provide both shelter for the crew and the equipment to perform a

large variety of tasks. In essence, it must be a mobile home for

the lunar workers. The rover must be versatile, flexible, and

dependable.

The first lunar rover was brought to the moon during the

Apollo missions. The vehicle was a crude method of

transportation, serving as little more than a go-cart for the

astronauts. In the intervening years since the Apollo missions,

many methods of lunar surface transportation have been suggested.

The next lunar rovers must be rugged and dependable, yet

comfortable and safe for the crew.

Recognizing the importance of the PLR to the future of the

space program, NASA Langley has suggested a pressurized lunar

rover as a senior design project. The main objective is to design

a PLR that will effectively serve the needs of the crew and the

1



lunar residents. NASA has established the following important

design parameters for this project.

i.i KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

i. PLR shall have a nominal operational radius of 500 km

(i,000 km range) per mission (lunar day).

2. PLR shall have a nominal operational radius of 50 km

(I00 km range) for lunar night operations.

3. PLR shall be able to support a nominal crew of four

(4).

4. PLR shall have a nominal operational time of 14 days

per mission.

5. PLR shall have an airlock to allow EVA and which is

compatible with the lunar surface habitat.

6. PLR shall have an emergency one-time range of 2,000 km

with a crew of two (2).

7. PLR shall be able to support a crew of six (6) in an

emergency with no range requirement (lunar surface

safe-haven).

8. PLR shall have storage and consumable provisions to

support two (2) EVA suits for 28 hours of use each per

mission.

9. PLR shall have a direct communications capability with

the Earth (audio, visual, and data).

i0. PLR shall be able to tow utility trailers with a mass

of up to 2 metric tons.

ii. PLR shall have a nominal operational speed of i0 km/hr.

1.2 DESIGN APPROACH

A design philosophy is imposed upon this project by the very

nature of the moon. The moon allows no margin of error, and its

unforgiving environment punishes mechanical systems. This

demands that any system destined for lunar use be impervious to



failure. By keeping the PLR as simple as possible, its

weaknesses can be limited.

Since the PLR must be shipped to the moon, it is imperative

that its weight be kept to a minimum. Any system's added weight

must justify its shipping costs with increased utility. Complex

systems are avoided. They not only invite failure, but also add

weight to the PLR. Simplicity is the driving principle behind

the design of the rover. This simplicity facilitates obtaining

the other design goals of reliability and minimum weight.

1.3 CONFIGURATION EVOLUTION

1.3.1 Shell

The most important structural criteria for the rover are

high strength, low weight, efficient use of interior space, and

simplicity. Spherical, elliptical, rectangular and circular

cylinder shell shapes were considered. Although the spherical

shape has the best volume to surface area ratio, it would of been

very large and unwieldy because of its shape and was thus

unsuitable for use. The elliptical shapes were eliminated based

on the complexity of construction and extra weight. The

rectangular box type shapes would involve stress concentrations

at the corners of the structure, requiring a disproportionate

weight for the volume obtained. The circular cylinder is the

best choice for the shape of the rover because it offered good

interior space, low weight, and simplicity. The shell will be

made of a multi-layer composite construction. The shell will be

3



ends constructed of the same compositecapped by faceted

material.

1.3.2 Suspension

The suspension must provide good mobility, redundancy,

simplicity, low weight, and durability. A-arm, trailing arm,

solid axle and rigid type suspensions were examined for use on

the PLR. A rigid suspension does not provide ample shock

absorption during negotiation of rough terrain. The rigid axle

suspension prevents independent wheel motion, and severely limits

ground clearance. Trailing arm suspensions do not have adequate

lateral stiffness for the loads imposed by driving on the moon.

The A-arm type was chosen because it offered the greatest ground

clearance, an important asset when negotiating the lunar surface.

It is very simple, and allows for good mobility (each wheel moves

independently).

1.3.3 Drivetrain

Normal multiple wheels, tracks and wheel track combinations

were examined. The tracks were ruled out due to their weight and

complexity. Six wheels is the optimal configuration for

negotiating difficult terrain (Ref. i). Four-wheeled vehicles

can easily become stuck in ruts. Six wheels provide three points

of contact along the transverse axis of the PLR, thus increasing

mobility. More than six wheels add little advantage, while

increasing weight and complexity. Motors could be mounted on the

rover body or in the wheels themselves. The latter was chosen

since the need for a transmission is eliminated.



1.3.4 Overall Confiquration

The PLR will tow a two-wheeled trailer which contains the

rover's power supply in the form of an RTG. The placement of the

RTG in the trailer has a number of advantages. The amount of

shielding needed is considerably less than if the RTG were

contained in the main body of the rover. The use of interior

space and the weight distribution in the body is significantly

improved. The trailer can be detached for safety and docking

purposes. The rear cap of the rover will contain the airlock

which is used for both EVA and docking purposes.
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2.0 ROVER MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

2.1 STRUCTURE

The first step in the design of the PLR was to decide on a

shape and basic configuration that would meet the requirements.

Since the rover must be pressurized, the shape of the crew

compartment is critical. To keep stress concentrations from the

pressurization to a minimum, a cylindrical shape was chosen. The

cylinder is capped by eight-section, faceted, semi-hemispherical

ends. True hemi-spherical ends pose problems with the placement

of windows and airlocks, leading to the use of faceted ends. The

faceted ends provide flat surfaces for the windows and airlock,

while keeping stresses to a minimum. The basic configuration is

shown in Figure 2.1. The PLR is shown with a trailer in tow. The

trailer contains the RTG power source and is not pressurized. The

cylindrical shape of the trailer is simply a dust shield for the

RTG. Top, side and front views of the complete configuration with

dimensions are shown in Figure 2.2.

Various materials were researched for use in the

construction of the PLR shell. Aluminum alloys, titanium, steel,

and composites were examined. The metals were strong, but also

heavy. Weight was the most important factor in the materials

selection. Of all the materials, the composites had the best

properties for this application. The composites are light weight

and have very high strength. The choice of the actual composite

material is a complicated procedure. Because the composite

materials are not isotropic, simple stress formulas can only

6
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yield rough approximations of the required amount and material

type, therefore Chuck Chandler, a composites specialist, was

consulted. (Ref. i) It was recommended that a Carbon

Fiber/Foam/Kevlar sandwich structure would be an excellent choice

for the PLR shell. The shell would be composed of these materials

in layers as shown in Figure 2.3. Included in the shell structure

is a layer of water for radiation protection. The layer of water

extends from the front of the rover over the crew compartment and

creates a safe haven for the crew during a solar flare-up. The

carbon fiber provides the majority of the strength and stiffness

in the structure and the Kevlar provides protection from

micrometeroids. Both the carbon fiber and the kevlar layers would

be made up of several plies of the material oriented in 0°,45 ° ,

and 90 ° directions to obtain omni-directional strength. The foam

between the layers provides both strength and protection. It

helps absorb and spread out the force from the impact of a

micrometeroid and also helps insulate the rover. The Kevlar is

coated with a layer of gold foil and MLI to reduce radiation

degradation and heat transfer through the wall. The carbon fiber

layers are coated with a thin thermo-plastic layer to completely

seal the fiber and also provide structural strength. The actual

composite thicknesses shown were recommendations from Chandler. A

detailed finite element computer analysis must be done before a

complete and final selection of specific material thickness can

be determined. The mass for the composite shell will be 500 kg

and it will be 8.5m long and 3m in diameter.
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Composite Cross Section

2.2 SUSPENSION

The mobility of the rover is a major factor because of the

moon's rough terrain. Suspension requirements included high

ground clearance, reliability, stability and provisions for

redundancy. The suspension must allow the PLR to move across the

lunar surface with relative ease.

Trailing arm, rigid axle and double A-arms suspension

systems were examined. The trailing arm and rigid-axle systems

were rejected because of the lack of ground clearance, reduced

wheel travel and weight. Specifically, the trailing arm

suspension would require a larger cradle under the PLR's shell to

obtain the wide wheelbase needed for stability. This larger

cradle would increase the PLR's weight. The rigid axle suspension

would allow for ground clearance of less than half the wheels

height. This would prevent the PLR from moving over many

obstacles. The rigid axle suspension would also have limited

I0



wheel travel and the wheels would not move totally independent of

each other. A double A-arm suspension was chosen because it

satisfies the requirements very well. With this suspension, the

ground clearance of the PLR is more than 0.85 meters. Thus the

rover can drive over large rocks without changing the position of

the crew compartment. The ground clearance is illustrated in

Figure 2.4. The A-arm suspension also allows the wheels to move

independently of each other. This property combined with the

ground clearance allows the PLR to maneuver over hills and

valleys while keeping the movement of the crew compartment to a

minimum. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5. An isometric view of

the suspension of one wheel is shown in Figure 2.6. The A-arms

are of equal length and are parallel when viewed from the front

or back. They are connected to the PLR with simple pivot joints

that allow for up and down motion only. They are also connected

to the kingpin by the same kind of joints. The kingpin is the

vertical member closest to the wheel from which the motor shaft

extends. The A-arm shape allows for the placement of the shock

inside of the arms. The lower part of the shock is attached to

the middle of the lower A-arm and the upper part to the PLR

shell. As the wheel moves over a bump, the shock is compressed as

the A-arms pivot. The wheel remains vertical as it is displaced

up or down and there is very little motion of the wheel in the

horizontal direction due to the length of the A-arms. This

prevents the wheels from rubbing in and out and reduces friction

when the wheel is displaced up or down. The A-arms and the

kingpin are

ii
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made of aluminum 2014-T6 series alloy. The A-arms are made from

thin-walled tubing 5 cm in diameter. The kingpin is made from

aluminum and the shaft for the wheel is made from steel. This

type of suspension provides for great mobility because each wheel

moves independently of the others which allows the rover to ride

over a rough surface and large obstacles. The wheels can remain

in contact with the surface, minimizing traction loss. Each

individual wheel can travel up and down one meter and thus would

be able to clear most obstacles. The shock that would be

used as shown would be of the spring/damper type. The addition of

a fully active suspension would improve the mobility even

further, although this gain is not justified by the added weight

and complexity. The chosen design provides effective performance

with minimal mechanical complexity, thus minimizing the chance of

a suspension failure.

The number of wheels on the PLR was determined by the mass

and mobility characteristics. Based on the carrying capacity of

each wheel, the mass of the PLR requires that there be at least

six wheels to share the load. Terramechanics references showed

that the best possible configuration for an off-road vehicle like

the PLR was to also have six wheels.(Ref. 2) The dimensions and

weights of the suspension parts per set are listed in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1: Suspension mass

Length Width Diameter Thickness Mass

A-Arms 0.8 m 0.4 m 0.05 m 0.002 m i0 kg

Shock -- 0.08 m -- 7 kg

Kingpin 0.4 m 0.05 m solid 5 kg

TOTAL PER SET 22 kg

2.3 WHEELS

The wheel should be light, flexible, and capable of handling

both rocky and sandy terrain. The wheel that was used on the

Apollo missions lunar rover was used as a nucleus for the PLR

wheel design. The wheel shown in Figure 2.6 was created from a

collection of sketches and ideas. The wheel's unique design is

made possible through the use of a composite flexible plastic

matrix that is both light and strong. The wheel has 150 radial

slots in the outer surface that allow it to flex under the

vehicle weight. This flexing action absorbs some of the surface

irregularities and also creates a surface intelligent contact

patch. On a rough or soft surface, the tire will flex to create a

larger contact patch that will improve traction and prevent

sinkage. On harder surfaces where not as much traction is

required, the contact patch will not be as large and thus

friction will be reduced. The tire's contact area provides

traction and prevents the PLR from sinking too deeply into the

lunar soil. The size of the tires was determined by calculating

the amount of sinkage allowed and the contact area required. For

a sinkage of approximately 5 cm, the tire has a radius of 1.5 m

17



and a width of .5 m. To keep the lunar dust from accumulating in

the wheel and to protect the motor and gear drive, the wheel has

coverings on both the inside and outside. These coverings are

made from a flexible and light material. The wheels also have

cleats around the outside to aid in traction on softer lunar

soil. These cleats are shaped so as to aid in traction in the

forward and reverse motion of the PLR but also minimize friction

when the PLR engages in a turn.

The drive motors will be placed inside of the wheels as

shown in Figure 2.7. By placing the motors in the wheels, the

need for a complicated transmission is eliminated, reducing the

weight of the system. This design also provides built in

redundancy. In the case of one or two motor failures, the

remaining four to five motors could return the rover to the lunar

base for repairs.

2.4 STEERING

The steering of the rover could be accomplished by several

means. A mechanical steering system where two or more wheels

would turn could be used or a total electrical system where the

speeds of the motors on opposite sides of the rover would be

varied could be employed. The electrical system is simpler than

the mechanical system. It requires only electronic controllers

for each wheel and a central controlling computer to steer the

PLR. Calculations show that there would be sufficient power from

the motors to overcome the friction imparted on the wheels as

they dragged during a turn (Appendix 2.1). Each wheel needs to

18



supply a torque of 521 Nm to turn the PLR within its own length

with zero forward velocity. This is a conservative estimate but

the torque required was still less than 800 Nm which can be

supplied if needed. If the crew desires to make a gradual turn to

the right or left, the motors on the opposite side simply turn at

a faster rate to accomplish the direction change. For tighter

turns, the motors on one side turn faster and the motors on the

opposite side are slowed down. This type of steering is similar

to that used by tanks and bulldozers. The rover can theoretically

turn around within its own length. On softer lunar soil, the

wheels rounded cross-sectional shape prevents them from digging

into the soil as they are dragged sideways. They should be able

to float on top of the soil minimizing friction during a turn. On

the harder lunar soils, the tires will sit up on the cleats and

the friction will be low allowing the PLR to turn easily.

2.5 BRAKES

Since electric motors that have the ability to reverse their

torque were chosen for the drive system, the need for a

mechanical breaking system is eliminated. To slow or stop the

PLR, the motors are used as generators. By varying the current

and voltage across the motor, the PLR is slowed or stopped while

the batteries are charged. There is no need for any added

mechanical systems to assist in braking which it turn would add

weight to the PLR.

19



2.6 MOTORS

This section of the PLR mechanical system deals with the

selection of motors and motor controllers. The performance

capabilities of the vehicle with the selected motor and

controller is analyzed in detail to insure they are able to

perform in the harsh lunar environment.

2.6.1 Motor Selection Criteria

The criteria set by NASA dictated that the rover must have a

nominal speed of i0 km/hr, be capable of towing 2 metric tons of

cargo, and have the ability to traverse the harsh lunar surface.

However, other requirements were developed in conjunction with

other subsystems of the rover. These requirements are listed in

Table 2.2 below:

TABLE 2.2: Motor Requirements

i. I0 km/hr nominal speed

2. Maximum torque of 831.1 N-m

3. Maximum power of 3.08 kw

4. Maximum input voltage of 300 V

5. Maximum input current of 20 A

6. Long life

7. Low weight

2O



2.6.2 Motor Candidates and Selection

Two general types of motors are considered for the PLR, DC

brushless and DC brush. Through the research of existing

literature, including manuals supplied by Inland Motors

Corporation(Ref. 3), Globe Motors(Ref. 4), Inertial Motors

Corp.(Ref. 5), and Industrial Drives(Ref. 6), brushless motors

turn out to be the best choice for lunar applications. Brushless

motors are superior under heat stress because the magnets are not

in contact with the windings and the operational life is slightly

longer than that of the brush design. Using the criteria

previously identified, six candidate motors, all manufactured by

Inland Motors, were chosen. This company was chosen because

Inland Motors designs high performance motors for rigorous

environments whereas the other companies manufacture motors for

commercial applications. The motor candidates are listed in Table

2.3 below:

TABLE 2.3: Motor Candidates

i. BMS-7101

2. BMS-7401

3. BMS-II801

4. BMS-12901

5. RBE-04502-B50

6. RBE-06202-B50

After initial calculations the BMS-7101, BMS-7401, BMS-IIS01,

and RBE-04502-BS0 motors were eliminated. The BMS-7101, BMS-7401,

and the BMS-04502-B50 do not have the continuous operating

capabilities to supply the i0 km/hr nominal speed required by

21



NASA. The BMS-II801 is not acceptable due to its extreme mass.

The remaining two motors are investigated in detail in Appendices

2-2 and 2-3.

The deciding factor in choosing the motor was the motor mass

and size. The mass of the BMS-12901 is 72.55 kg while the mass

of the RBE-06202-B50 is 20.40 kg. The unhoused BMS-12901, this

motor comes without a specifically designed housing, has a

diameter of 62.23 cm and a depth of 10.67 cm while the housed

RBE-06202-B50 has a diameter of 25.72 cm and a depth of 11.56 cm.

Thus, since each motor is fully capable performing the functions

needed, the RBE-06202-B50 was chosen because of its smaller mass

and dimensions. Specifications for the selected motor are

provided in Appendix 2-4. Fig. 2.8 shows the schematic for the

gear reduction system used to provide the torque required for the

RBE-06202-B50 motor. Each of the large gears multiplies the

torque output of the motors by a factor of 5.57 to step up the

torque to the output needed for various inclines. The gear

system will add another 10 kgper wheel.

.

_0.1

*. _5--------9
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2.6.3 MOTOR CONTROLLER SELECTION

The only criteria for the servo amplifier is that it be able

to output a maximum of 300 V and 30 A. These criteria are

satisfied by the BLR-9000 Servo Amplifier manufactured by Inland

Motors. This motor controller has a mass of 11.34 kg and is over

90% efficient. The specifications for this servo amplifier are

shown in Appendix 2-5.

2.6.4 MOTOR SUMMARY

The drivetrain will consist of six model RBE-06202-B50 Motors

and six model BLR-9000 Servo Amplifiers. The total mass for the

motors is 122.4 kg and the total mass for the amplifiers is 68.04

kg. To keep the motor temperature within the acceptable 155°C

cooling water is pumped over the motor housing to dissipate heat

during strenuous operating conditions. The motors will also have

encapsulated windings, manufactured by Inland Motors, to prevent

the lunar dust from being trapped in the windings and causing the

motor to malfunction.

2.7 INTERIOR

The interior layout of the PLR is shown in Figure 2.9. The

command center from where the PLR is controlled by the crew is

located in the front two meters. The command center is also used

as a safe haven for the crew in case there is a solar flare

warning. The exterior shell is shielded with the layer of water

explained earlier and the interior is separated by a aluminum

divider. When there is no danger, the aluminum divider is kept

open to create more space. Immediately behind the command center
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is the lab area on the right and the first pair of bunks on the

left. This area is two meters in length. The next section

contains the galley on the right and storage on the left. The

bathroom is adjacent to the galley on the right. The rearmost

portion of the PLR is where the airlock and the last two bunks

are located.

The layout lacks dividers between sections, providing an

open space throughout the length of the PLR that creates a

feeling of spaciousness. When not in use, the two upper bunks can

be folded down to create two couches for the crew to relax or eat

on. The bottom bunk serves as the seat and the top serves as the

back of the couch. The bunks can also be used for storage space

when the crew is not occupying them. Cross sectional views of the

interior are presented in Figure 2.10.

2.8 SUMMARY

The complete structure and mechanical system mass is shown

in the Table 2.6.

TABLE 2.6: Suspension Mass Summary

Complete Shell
6 A-arm sets

6 Shocks

6 Wheels

6 Motors

6 Gear units

6 Controllers

500 kg

60 kg

42 kg

240 kg

122 kg

60 kg

66 kg

TOTAL MASS 1090 kg
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3.0 POWER SYSTEM

The power system of the PLR will:

a) Support a 500 km operations radius

b) Provide auxiliary emergency power

c) Support a 50 km radius lunar night operations

d) Provide power for life support and communications

The power system will supply power to four major systems.

These areas and the respective required power are listed below.

Life Support 1.5 kW

Communications/Controls/lights 1.0 kW

Drive System 4.5 kW ave. / 8 kW max

Battery Charging 0.2 kW

The average power requirement is derived by examining some

possible PLR missions. Two such missions are optical

interferometer installation (long duration, 12 days) and soil

sample mission (short duration, 1 day). Mission tasks are listed

in Tables 3.2.1a and 3.2.1b respectively.

Using the mission tasks, a power distribution for the soil

gathering mission is constructed Figure 3.2.2a. For the optical

interferometer mission, a typical 3 day power profile is plotted

which represents the 12 day power use (Fig 3.3.2b).

Drive time consists of negotiating varying terrain up to 30

degree inclinations and accounts for different power requirement

while driving.

average power

3.1).

Nominal power is derived by adding 200 watts to

for battery charging (calculations in Appendix
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Table 3.2.1a

Optical Interferometer Installation*

- tow 2 metric tons a total distance of 300 km @ i0 km/hr

day -- 15 hr drive (4.5 kw average, 8 kw peak)

9 hr rest

day -- 15 hr drive (4.5 kw average, 8 kw peak)

9 hr rest

- install 6 interferometer units/day assisted by robotic

arm for 6 days

day 3-8 -- install iterferometer units (i kw /day)

- check and test installation 2 days

day 9-10 -- testing (ikw/day)

- return to base

day II -- 15 hr drive (4.5 kw average, 8 kw peak)

9 hr rest

day 12 -- 15 hr drive (4.5 kw average, 8 kw peak)
arrive at base

*Life support is assumed to be in operation at all times and not

listed in the above table. Therefore an additional 1.5 kW must

be added to each day for the total daily power need.

The drive time power usage for the soil sample mission is

assumed to be the same as the interferometer installation

mission.
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Table 3.2.1b
Soil Gathering Mission

day 1
7 hrs drive (reach destination)
4 hrs gather soil samples
3 hrs rest/eat
7 hrs drive (return to base

3=

O
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I I I
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Soil gathering mission

Figure 3.2.2a

power use

I

nom. power
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We can see from Figures 3.2.a &b that the PLR nominal power

is 6.7 kw and the peak power is 9.5 kw. The nominal power is

used in system candidate design and the peak power for secondary

system design (Section 3.5).

3.1 SYSTEM CANDIDATES

Three

requirements.

system(DIPS),

Generator(RTG).

systems were considered to meet the PLR power

They are: Photovoltaic, Dynamic Isotope power

and Modular Radioisotope Thermoelectric
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3.1.1 Photovoltaic

This system consists of a solar array for normal power

requirements and batteries for peak and emergency power use.

Two types of photovoltaic cells are considered for this system:

amorphous silicon (a-Si), and gallium arsenide (GaAs). Table

3.3.1 summarizes the array parameters. The calculations are based

on an average solar intensity of 1.37 kW/m 2.

TABLE 3.3.1

ARRAY PARAMETERS(Ref. ii, 12)

Cell type a-Si GaAs

Cell efficiency 9.2 % 17.5 %

Array efficiency 7.0 % 14.0 %

Power output 6.7 kW 6.7 kW

Array area 73.6 m 2 37 m 2

Specific power i0 We/kg 15 We/kg

Array mass 670 kg 447 kg

Although it is relatively light, Table 3.3.1 shows that an

a-Si solar array would not be feasible because of the large array

size needed to supply nominal power.

The attributes of the GaAs photovoltaic system are its light

weight and feasible array size. Although these are desirable

features, this system was rejected for the PLR primary power

source. The photovoltaic system requires an alternate power

supply for lunar night operations which will add significant mass

to the PLR. For a 36 hour lunar night operation, the PLR
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requires an additional 804 kg of batteries (Appendix 3.2).

Therefore, a photovoltaic power system was rejected for the PLR

primary power supply.

3.1.2 Dynamic isotope power system _DIPS)

The DIPS system uses a general purpose heat source (GPHS)

which converts the heat supplied by radioisotope elements into

electrical energy with the use of a dynamic conversion system

(i.e. a generator).

Two DIPS systems are considered for the PLR are: Brayton

cycle engine (BC), and a stirling cycle engine (SC). Table 3.3.2

summarizes the DIPS parameters.

TABLE 3.3.2

DIPS PARAMETERS(Ref. 12, 13, 14)

Engine Brayton cycle Stirling cycle

Power output

Specific power

Conversion eff.

Dimensions:

length
diameter

System mass

6.7 kw

7.5 w/kg

2O.5%

7 m

4.3 m

1235 kg

6.7 kw

8.0 w/kg

23%

6.5 m

4.1

Ii00 kg

We can see that both the BC and the SC DIPS system have high

conversion efficiencies. Although these efficiencies are

encouraging, the DIPS mechanical complexity eliminates this as

the choice for our PLR power system. A single point failure in
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the dynamic engine could result in complete loss of power. In

order to guard against such failures multiple spares would have

to be supplied (Ref. 12) which would result in unwanted excess

mass. For example, to insure redundancy of a drive shaft, the

PLR needs to have spare for which would add considerable mass and

occupy much needed volume. For this reason the DIPS system was

rejected as the PLR power supply.

3.1.3 Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator _RTG)

An RTG also uses a GPHS, but unlike the DIPS system, it

converts heat directly into electrical energy. The RTG does

not require a dynamic conversion system and therefore the fear of

total power loss due to a single failure does not exist. With

the modular RTG, the total power will be supplied by several

power modules. Hence if a single module should fail, the PLR

will not lose total power and will continue to be operational.

In case of module failure, the PLR could return to the lunar

base using the remaining power. The performance characteristics

of the PLR will change under this circumstance, but the PLR will

remain operable.

Two RTG systems were considered: alkali metal converter

design (ARTG) and silicon germanium (SRTG). Table 3.3.3 lists

the system attributes.

The RTG meets all of the design criteria for the PLR.

Unlike the photovoltaic system, it does not require a second

source for primary power for lunar night operations. Also, the
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RTG provides the needed redundancy system

eliminating the need for excess mass spare parts.

Because of the attributes listed above

survivability,

and its higher

efficiency than the ARTG, the SRTG will be the primary PLR power

supply.

TABLE 3.3.3

RTG PARAMETERS(Ref. 15, 16,17)

System ARTG SRTG

Power output

Specific power

Conversion efficiency

6.7kw

7.0 w/kg

9%

Dimensions:

length
diameter

System mass

3.5 m

2.0m

ii00 kg

includes wiring mass

6.7kw

8.5 w/kg

10.5%

2.5 m

2.0 m

i000 kg

3.2 PLR POWER SUPPLY

The primary design parameter to consider with the use of

the RTG is crew safety. This factor is one of two which lead to

the use of the RTG in tow. The second is the versatility of

having the RTG in tow.
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If the RTG should fail, the crew will not be in immediate

danger and the RTG could be detached from the PLR for safety.

The RTG is towed by the PLR in a 2 wheeled trailer. The

trailer houses the RTG and the required thermal controls of the

thermoelectric generator. Because of its external deployment,

less radiation shielding is required. The RTG shielding consist

of multi layer foil systen in order to protect the crew. This,

in combination with the foil shielding of the PLR, will provide

adequate radiation protection for the crew members.

The external positioning of the RTG creates versatility.

Because the RTG is in tow, the PLR can leave the power source at

a remote battery charging station away from the lunar base. This

performs three desired tasks; i) the RTG power can be used to

charge lunar base batteries when the PLR is not in operation, 2)

the lunar base will be safer with the RTG at a distance, and 3)

docking to the lunar base will be less complex with the trailer

unhooked. Also, the RTG can be used as a power supply for many

other needs, such as construction machinery, when the PLR is not

operational. The towing trailer is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1.
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The diagram below illustrates the power distribution of

the rover.

RTG

f--

RTG POWER DISTRIBUTION

Figure 3.4
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We can see that the drive train requires the bulk of the

power. When the PLR is stationary, the excess power is used to

charge the on-board batteries.

There are 4 separate converters (Figure 3.4). Converters 1

and 2 are used to supply power at the needed voltages to the

drive system. DC-to-AC converter 4

support components and converter 3

communications and command center.

supplies power to the life

supplies power for the

The motor wiring is at the bottom right and bottom left

beneath the flooring of the PLR and spans the length of the PLR.

Life support and communications wiring span the PLR in the top

panels through a wiring harness(Fig 3.4.2).

The PLR requires an additional 3 kw for peak power

demands (Section 3.2). This power will be supplied by the on

board batteries.

The secondary batteries are continuously charged by the RTG

at 200 watts. A small array placed on the thermal control

radiator shield will be used for battery charging when the RTG is

detached (Fig. 3.4.3). The radiator shield is pointed towards

space, away from the sun. Therefore, the array always faces the

sun, providing maximum solar exposure.

The RTG is liquid cooled. The required radiator area is 9

m 2 (Appendix 3.1). The radiator is positioned on a boom on top

of the RTG housing and is connected to the RTG by a thermal joint

which allows the radiator to be steered.
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3.3 BATTERY POWER SUPPLY

The PLR's peak power supply is provided by batteries. Two

battery types were considered: nickel-hydrogen (NiH2) and

lithium sulfur dioxide (Li-SO2). Table 3.5.1 lists their

parameters (see Appendix 3.2 for details). The Li-S02 was chosen

because of its higher discharge tolerence and its energy density.

Table 3.5.1"

Battery specifications (Refs. 19 and 20)

Battery type Li-SO 2 NiH 2

Energy density

Degree of discharge

Number of cycles

Total mass

300 w.h/kg

70 %

i000

200 kg

70 w.h/kg

6O %

1500

350 kg

There are ten seperate stacks, each containing I0 cells in

series to supply 6 kW-hrs (Appendix 3.2). These batteries are

placed under the crew beds in the midsection of the PLR. The

crew is able to easily service them through access panels (Figure

3.4.3). Each battery has the dimensions of .3m x .15 m x .15 m.

Total battery volume is .2 m 3.

3.4 SUMMARY

The PLR's power needs are met by a modular radioisotope

thermoelectric generator. The RTG is in tow, mounted on a two

wheeled trailer. Converters are placed at the back of the PLR
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to regulate the voltage needs of the components of drive train,

life support, and communications systems.

Peak power is met by the use of a secondary battery

These batteries are charged by the RTG continuously.

mass summary is shown below.

supply.

A system

Power System Mass Summary

RTG

Wiring

Rdiator system

Batteries

Total system mass

i000 kg

150 kg

150 kg

200 kg

1500 kg
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4.0 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

The PLR requirements place great demands on the Life Support

System (LSS). The LSS must maintain a comfortable and pure

atmosphere, supply water for PLR operations and crew health and

hygiene, provide nourishing and appealing food, sanitarily

dispose of all waste products, and maintain the crew's mental and

physical health. In addition, the LSS must perform these

requirements with simplicity, reliability, and minimum system

mass and power consumption. Table 4-1 details the design loads.

The LSS breaks into five modules, each focusing on a major

LSS requirement. The five modules are:

Air Revitalization Module

Water Management Module
Food Provision Module

Waste Disposal Module

Crew Health Module

Figure 4-1 is a functional diagram of the LSS.

TABLE 4-1: Design Loads (Refs. 21, 22, 23; App. 4-1)

Max. Heat Load

Electronics

LSS

Max. Environment

Perspiration H20

Handwash H20

Drinking H20

Dishwasher H20

Food Prep. H20
EVA Wastewater

Trash

Trash Volume

2.540 kW

0.544 kW

1.717 kW

0.279 kW

i. 82 kg/m-d

i. 81 kg/m-d

i. 90 kg/m-d

5.67 kg/m-d

0.72 kg/m-d

0.91 kg/m-E

0.82 kg_m-d
0.0028 m /m-d

EVA 02 0.55

Metabolic 02 1.66

Air Leakage 2.27

Airlock Loss 0.60

EVA CO 2 0.67

Metabolic CO 2 2.00

Hygiene H20 0.44
Urinal Flush 0.49

Shower H20 5.50

EVA H20 4.39
Food Mass 1.18

Urine 1.50

kg/m-E

kg/m-d

kg/day

kg/use

kg/m-E

kg/m-d

kg/m-d

kg/m-d

kg/m-d

kg/m-E

kg/m-d

kg/m-d

m-E = man-8 hr EVA m-d = man-day
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4.1 AIR REVITALIZATION MODULE

The Air Revitalization Module (ARM) maintains a cabin

atmosphere with nominal characteristics of (Refs. 23, 24, 25):

Pressure -- 1.0 atm

Temperature -- 295 K

Relative Humidity -- 50 Percent

Composition: -- 79 Percent Nitrogen

-- 21 Percent Oxygen

To accomplish these requirements, the ARM employs six

systems that replenish cabin oxygen and extract heat, water

vapor, carbon dioxide, and trace contaminants from the cabin. In

addition, the ARM checks air quality and detects fires. The six

systems that comprise the ARM are:

Thermal Control System

Humidity Control System

Carbon Dioxide Removal System

Trace Contaminant Control System

Pressure and Content Control System

Fire Detection and Prevention / Quality Control System

Except for the Pressure and Content Control System, all of

the above systems are interconnected, as Figure 4-2 displays. In

addition, Figure 4-3 details the ARM's interconnected systems

layout above the cabin ceiling.

4.1.1 Thermal Control System

This system regulates cabin temperature and circulates air.

The lunar climate requires a flexible thermal control system.

While the sun's radiation strikes the PLR, the Thermal Control

System removes excess heat due to solar radiation, lunar

radiation, lunar-reflected solar radiation, crew metabolism, and

electronics. The maximum excess heat load is 2540 W (Table 4-1).
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The heat extraction and circulation systems are basically

seven fans and a condensing heat exchanger (Refs. 23, 25). Two

fans are for circulation purposes only. The remaining five fans

bring air through cabin vents, through the ARM systems, and then

return the air to the cabin. The three entrance vents located in

the command center, galley, and bathroom have screens that

prevent lint and dust from contaminating the condensing heat

exchanger. After passing through the vents, the airstream enters

the condensing heat exchanger which removes excess heat. Fan

speed sets the cooling rate and fan orientation forms the

circulation pattern. Once the airstream exits the ARM systems

(discussed below), it leaves through two exit vents, located in

the command center and above the sleeping quarters. The entrance

and exit vents provide a good circulation pattern for the rover

(see Fig. 4-3). Four fans between the cabin walls and rover

inner shell provide additional circulation. Cooling loops behind

the walls extract waste heat. The loops transfer the heat to the

radiator system which radiates the heat to empty space. Figures

4-2 and 4-3 show the Thermal Control System in conjunction with

other ARM systems. Figure 4-4 details the thermal bus.

The lunar climate has the potential to inflict large

positive and negative heat fluxes on the PLR. However, to reduce

this potential, thirty layers of Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI)

reflect solar radiation and greatly reduce conductive heat

transfer (Ref. 23). The use of the MLI results in much less

loads on the Thermal Control System and thus reduces the system's

mass and power consumption which drives down launch costs.
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In disposing excess heat, a heat pump augmented radiator

system proves to be superior to a radiator-alone system. Heat

pumps, either electrically or thermally driven, increase the

radiator's temperature with heat from a high temperature source.

The best thermal heat pumps (Fig. 4-5) are hermetically sealed to

minimize fluid leakage and utilize a Rankine-Rankine cycle which

is superior to other cycles (Stirling, Brayton) with respect to

mass, performance, and efficiency. An electrically driven heat

pump uses a Rankine cycle and operates with on-board power. For

both types of heat pumps, the best performing fluid is a blend of

non-azeotropic fluids (Ref. 26). The thermally driven heat pump

system is chosen on the basis of power consumption and minimum

leakage. The heat pump is located above the ceiling (Fig. 4-3).

The RTG supplies heat to the heat pump. A loop runs from the

heat pump to the RTG's radiator and is clamped to the hitch

connecting the PLR and trailer. The loop gains its heat through

conduction with a small portion of the radiator's area. In the

..... F ................ I

FIGURE 4-5:

I

+
I

THERMKLLY-DRIVEN HEAT PUMP
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unlikely event of an RTG emergency, the secondary heat supply

(below) provides heat for the heat pump.

The heat pump results in less system mass and radiator area

because radiative heat is proportional to the fourth power of

temperature (Ref. 26). A radiator-alone system, rejecting 2.54

kW at 300 K, requires a radiator area of 10.39 m2. In contrast,

the heat pump augmented radiator system, rejecting 2.54 kW at 400

K, needs a radiator area of 3.283 m2 (Ref. 26). The area

reduction produces radiator mass reductions on the order of i0

kg/m 2. Since the heat pump mass is Ii kg/kW-cooled, there is a

net mass savings of 43 kg. See Appendix 4-1 for the above

calculations. In conclusion, the design calls for a thermally-

driven heat pump augmented radiator (3.283 m2), which is mounted

on top the PLR (Fig. 2-1). To effectively radiate heat, the

radiator must point toward empty space. The radiator is shaded

from the sun by a solar shield. The solar shield uses a solar

sensor to orient the shield toward the sun; hence, the radiator

is pointing away from the sun.

Note, the RTG's radiator could be used for cooling the PLR,

but this option is ruled out for several reasons. First, in the

case of an RTG emergency, the trailer is disconnected and the PLR

runs on secondary power. In such an event, the PLR needs a back-

up radiator to dispose of excess heat. Thus, in this respect,

there is no advantage in using the RTG's radiator to dispel the

PLR's excess heat. Second, the RTG's radiator operates at very

high temperatures and thus the working fluid leaving the radiator

is too hot to cool the PLR. It is possible to cool the fluid,
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but not without added complexity, mass, and power consumption.

Third, the RTG coolant system is radioactive. Thus, if the RTG

and PLR Thermal Control Systems are directly linked, the PLR

coolant system is radioactive. As a result, additional shielding

in the PLR is required. Therefore, the PLR and RTG Thermal

Control Systems are not directly linked.

The PLR may encounter missions that require a heat supply.

For example, a lunar night mission with endothermic experiments

or a lunar night mission with an airlock door failure would

require a heat source. In such scenarios, the Thermal Control

System supplements electronic and metabolic heat to maintain

temperature. Several options provide heat. The ideal solution

sends heat from the RTG to the PLR. A second option uses

exothermic chemical reactions to provide heat. A third option

uses latent heat storage to release heat over time. The design

calls for a combination of the above. The loop that supplies

heat to the heat pump during day missions supplies heat during

such scenarios. This serves as the primary system. The loop

transfers heat to some of the coolant loops which become heating

loops. Additionally, during the PLR radiator is by-passed. A

latent heat storage system serves as the secondary system. This

system is comprised of insulated canisters that contain phase

changing material. The chosen material is N-Eicosane which melts

at 309.7 K. N-Eicosane is chosen because of its high density and

thermodynamic qualities (Ref. 27). The N-Eicosane canisters are

charged with heat at the base and/or during lunar day. The

canisters are properly insulated such that the cabin temperature
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stabilizes near 295 K. Since N-Eicosane's melting temperature is

higher than the desired PLR temperature, the canisters supply

heat two ways. First, the canisters lose sensible heat while the

temperature drops to 309.7 K. Then they lose latent heat as the

N-Eicosane solidifies. Then the canisters lose sensible heat as

the temperature drops to 295 K. The canisters are placed near

the heat pump system to facilitate charging and heat distribution

(Fig. 4-3). Appendix 4-1 gives calculations associated with the

N-Eicosane analysis.

4.1.2 Humidity Control System

Once the fan system draws air from the cabin, it flows into

the Humidity Control System (Figs. 4-2, 4-3) which removes the

desired amount of water vapor by cooling the airstream such that

some of the water vapor condenses. The Thermal Control System's

condensing heat exchanger serves as the Humidity Control System's

water extraction device (Ref. 28). The fan speed controls the

rate of extraction. Once removed, the water goes to the Water

Recovery System. The Humidity Control System removes 1.82 kg of

water per man-day (Table 4-i).

4.1.3 Carbon Dioxide Removal System

After exiting the Humidity Control System, the airstream

enters the Carbon Dioxide Removal System (Figs. 4-2, 4-3) which

removes carbon dioxide (CO2) and odors. As Table 4-1 shows, the

peak required removal rate of CO 2 is 2.0 kg per man-day plus 0.67

kgper man-8 hour EVA. For this system there are two options.

The first option is based on the Space Station design which

removes CO 2 and uses a Bosch reactor to produce carbon and water
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(Ref. 29). Due to the complexity, mass, power, and volume of

such a system, it is eliminated from consideration.

The chosen option uses lithium hydroxide (LiOH) and

activated charcoal sorption beds which remove CO2 and odors,

respectively (Ref. 30). Since the nominal airstream condition

for this system is fifty percent relative humidity, it proceeds

the Humidity Control System. The beds need periodic replacement

because this system is non-regenerative.

4.1.4 Trace Contaminant Control System (TCCS_

Upon exiting the Carbon Dioxide Removal System, the

airstream enters the Trace Contaminant Control System (Figs. 4-2,

4-3) which removes any contaminants from the air that may harm

the crew, in particular carbon monoxide (CO). Research performed

at the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center and the Skylab

system are the basis of this system's design (Refs. 29, 31).

This system is also non-regenerative and requires periodic

component replacement.

There are three segments to the TCCS. The first is a

sorption bed containing 1.8 kg of activated charcoal treated with

phosphoric acid (2 mmol/ mol). The second is a sorption bed

containing 2.38 kg of activated charcoal. The third is a bed

that contains 0.336 kg of activated charcoal with a 2 percent

platinum catalytic oxidizer. The catalyst requires at least a

0.02 second bed resonance time for I00 percent oxidation of CO.

Additionally, if the PLR is not depressurized at the lunar

base, it is necessary for the base to occasionally operate a high

temperature oxidizer to consume the PLR's methane build-up.
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4.1.5 Pressure and Content Control System

The Pressure and Content Control System maintains cabin

pressure and composition by accounting for air leakage and oxygen

consumption. Table 4-1 gives the leakage and consumption rates.

The system monitors cabin pressure and composition with pressure

taps and a mass spectrometer (Refs. 32, 33). Control software in

the LSS control computer use the measurements to decide if, and

how much, nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (02) should be released into

the cabin from storage tanks. Appendix 4-2 contains the N 2 and

02 storage tank dimensions. Figure 4-6 shows the placement of

the N 2 and 02 storage tanks and the lunar resupply network.

4.1.6 Fire Detection and Prevention/Ouality Control System

Finally, the Fire Detection and Prevention System detects

fires and alerts the crew. Fire detectors are located throughout

the PLR (Fig. 4-4, each marked by an X). The detectors are

simple battery operated detectors and GC-Mass Spectrometer

systems. When an alarm indicates a fire, the crew may use an on-

board CO 2 fire extinguisher (Refs. 25, 34).

The Quality Control System ensures environmental integrity.

This system monitors the quality of the air that exits the ARM

(Figs. 4-2, 4-3). It includes the mass spectrometer used by the

Pressure and Content Control System.

4.1.7 Air Revitalization Module Conclusion

This concludes the overview of the Air Revitalization

Module. The module is installed between cabin ceiling and rover

inner shell (Fig. 4-3). There are two sets of Thermal, Humidity,

Carbon Dioxide, and Trace Contaminant Control Systems for several
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reasons (Fig. 4-3). First, the safe haven requires its own ARM.

Second, it reduces the ducting system's complexity. Finally, it

provides redundancy against partial system failure.
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4.2 WATER MANAGEMENT MODULE

The Water Management Module (WMM) provides potable water for

drinking, cooking, EVA, cleaning, and hygiene purposes. Table 4-

1 gives the system loads. At the forefront of the WMM design,

the issue of recycling emerges. An investigation of the subject

shows that it is advantageous to use a recycling system.

As Figure 4-7 shows, a non-recycling system (denoted by the

Carry-All line) requires a substantial greater initial supply of

water. This produces much larger storage tanks and added

structural complexity. This results in larger vehicle mass, and

thus increases the amount of power required to propel the rover,

in addition to increasing launch costs.

A recycling system, on the other hand, results in lower

vehicle mass, smaller vehicle size, lower launch costs, and less

strain on the lunar base's water reserves. In Figure 4-8, the

potable line is the initial water supply that is recycled

throughout the mission. The recovered line represents required

potable water supply which is not mixed with the recycled water

for redundancy purposes.

Therefore, as a result of this analysis, a recycling system

is chosen over a non-recycling system. The recycling system

consists of two parts: a potable water supply and a water

recovery system.

4.2.1 Potable Water Supply

The potable water supply (PWS, Fig. 4-6) consists of a

storage tank containing 0.3 m 3 of water for drinking, food

preparation, and EVA purposes.
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4.2.2 Water Recovery System

This system supplies water for various cleaning and hygiene

purposes. The water recycling, or recovery, system chosen for

the PLR is based on research and design performed at the Umpqua

Research Company in Myrtle Creek, Oregon (Refs. 35, 36, 37).

Figure 4-8 shows the system. The wastewater goes through a

filter (i00 mesh polyester) and collects in a holding tank which

is heated to 355 K to retard microbe growth. The water then goes

through a heat exchanger which cools the flow. A pump drives the

water through a series of four multi-media sorption beds (MMB, i"

radius, 40" length). The MMB's remove all contaminants except

alcohols. Figure 4-9 shows a diagram of the multi-media bed, or

unibed design. The flow rate through the beds is 79 cc/min and

the average velocity through each bed is 3.9 cm/min, which gives

a contact time of 26 minutes (See Appendix 4-3). One MMB

exhausts its media every 140 hours of processing; this is because

the usage rate of the absorption media is 3.1 cc/liter of

processed water. At this rate, a bed requires replacement

roughly every i0 days of operation (See Appendix 4-3). However,

this system operates adequately without four usable MMB's.

After the water exits the MMB's, a catalyst removes

alcohols. Then the water enters a storage tank and iodine is

added to ensure sterility. Next, the water enters an iodine

removal bed and goes into either a cold or hot storage tank. The

water leaves the tanks as demanded. Prior to the first mission,

the lunar base half fills the hot and cold tanks with water.
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4.2.3 Water Manaqement Module Summary

The WMM is comprised of two components, a potable water

supply and a water recovery system. The PWS supplies potable

water. Between PLR missions the lunar base supplies the potable

water. A system of non-regenerative multi-media beds compose the

water recovery system. Figure 4-6 shows the layout of the WMM

and the resupply network. Figure 4-10 is the rover's water

distribution network. Appendix 4-2 contains computations for

each system's tank dimensions.
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4.3 FOOD PROVISION MODULE

The Food Provision Module (FPM) provides the crew with

nourishing and acceptable food and drink. The lunar base

supplies the food and powdered drinks. This module has been
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designed under the assumptions that the supplied food is

dehydrated, canned, and/or storable at ambient conditions (Ref.

38). An energy-efficient microwave prepares food. To reduce the

amount of trash, the packaging should be kept to a minimum.

Furthermore, non-disposable eating utensils are used and cleaned

with a compact, energy-efficient dishwasher.

4.4 WASTE DISPOSAL MODULE

The Waste Disposal Module (WDM) disposes waste materials in

a sanitary method that ensures crew health. In addition, the WDM

stores wastes in such a manner that facilitates recycling at the

lunar base. This system handles two types of waste: dry waste

and human waste. Accordingly, two waste disposal systems, Dry

Waste Disposal and Human Waste Disposal, comprise the WDM.

4.4.1 Dry Waste Disposal

Dry waste disposal may be achieved by simple trash cans.

However, PLR space constraints eliminate this option. A

compactor is the next logical option because the PLR's type of

trash is easy to compact. Two compactor options are examined.

Figure 4-11 shows each compactor.

The first compactor option is an electric trash compactor.

Power and mass estimates based on a SEARS model (72 kg, 780 W)

eliminate this option from consideration (Ref. 39).

The second option is a hand crank compactor. This model

operates easily and requires zero electrical power.
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4.4.2 Human Waste Disposal

The Human Waste Disposal System acquires and stores human

wastes in a sanitary manner. Because complexity eliminates an

on-board waste recycling system from consideration, the design

assumes recycling at the lunar base. This leaves two open-loop

options for the PLR.

The first option employs an earth type toilet which uses

water to store the wastes. The second option employs a system

similar to the space station designs (Ref. 40). This system

collects feces in bags and then compacts them. It collects urine

separately with a personalized cup attached to a tube that

connects to a urinal storage tank (UST, Fig. 4-6).

Each system has both advantages and disadvantages. The

earth style toilet is simple and familiar to the crew but the

storage system may develop maintenance problems. The second

system uses less water and facilitates handling and recycling at

the base but its compactor system is somewhat complex.

The design solution is a compromise between the two systems.

It combines the earth model's simplicity and the space station

model's ease of recycling and water savings. A personalized cup

collects urea and a water-iodine mixture carries the urea to the

UST. Collection bags collect feces and vomitus. Crew members,

after each use, remove the collection bag, 'zip-loc' it, and

deposit it into the sanitary storage box. Finally, a new bag is

put into place so the toilet is ready for the next use, which

facilitates an emergency. Figure 4-12 displays the design

concept and Figures 4-6 and 4-10 detail the UST. Figure 4-6
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details the piping network associated with the UST which the

lunar base uses to remove the urea-water mixture from the PLR and

send it to the base's recycling system. Appendix 4-2 contains

calculations for the USTdimensions.

4.5 CREW HEALTH MODULE

The Crew Health Module (CHM) serves to improve crew morale

and maintain health. For crew morale, many options exist, which

include playing cards and exercise equipment. The design calls

for an exercise bike which serves two purposes. First, it

provides a complete workout for each crew member. Second, during

operation, it charges the PLR's batteries. A system such as a

exercise bike connected with a generator or battery charger is

advantageous because it provides exercise to the crew and, at the

same time, eases the load on the power supply systems.

For crew health, the design focus is radiation shielding.

The shielding protects the crew from RTG radiation, nominal solar

radiation, micrometors, and solar flare events. The RTG's

shielding adequately protects the PLR from the power system's

radiation. The thirty MLI layers (Section 4.1.1) block nominal

solar radiation from the PLR. The PLR shell provides micrometor

protection. Finally, the PLR's safe haven section provides solar

flare protection. The safe haven encompasses the shell around

command module and uses a 2.5 cm layer of water to shield the

crew (See Fig. 2-3). Inside the PLR, an alumimum bulkhead stops

flare particles that enter through the unshielded PLR section.
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4.6 LSS SUMMARY

In conclusion, the LSS uses an active thermal control system

coupled with sorption beds to maintain a comfortable and clean

cabin environment which enables the crew to better perform their

mission tasks. The LSS provides a potable water supply through

the use of a non-regenerative recovery system and storage tanks.

The LSS disposes waste products sanitarily via storage tanks and

enables convenient extraction for recycling at the lunar base.

Additionally, the LSS employs an exercise bike to provide

exercise. Finally, various shieldings protect the crew from

harmful radiation and micrometeors.

The LSS's mass and power totals are (from Table 4-2):

Mass : 765.0 kg (empty), 1,489.9 kg (stocked)

Power: 2,330.0 W (peak), 1,378.3 W (average).

The mass total does not include the shielding (see Structures).
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TABLE 4-2: Mass and Power Totals

Item Mass (kg) Power (W) Time (h)

ARM:
Thermal Control:

Fans (ii)

Piping, pumps, etc

Radiator System

Heat Supply

Humidity Control

CO 2 Control
TCCS

Pressure Control

Fire P+D/QC

WMM:

Potable Supply

Water Recovery

FPM:

Cabinets, etc

Microwave

Dishwasher

WDM:

Dry Waste
Human Waste

CHM:

Exercise Bike

Lights

14.85

22.00

i00.00

150.00

6.40

60.00

20.00

9.00

150.00

8.00

49.80

12.00

i0.00

25.50

8.00

20.70

25.00

6.00

330.0

70.0

250.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

40.0

0.0

400.0

20.0

i00.0

0.0

600.0

600.0

0.0

20.0

0.0

300.0

24

24

24

N/A

N/A

N/A

24

N/A
24

neglect

12 -14

N/A

neglect
0.5

N/A

neglect

N/A

18

Extra Supplies (App. 4-4) : 67.75 0.0 N/A

223.80

388.79

112.34

0.0

0.0

0.0

765.00 2330.00

1489.93 1377.75

Stocking (from Table 4-1):

Air (N2, 02)
Water

Food

TOTALS: (Dry)

(Stocked)

N/A

N/A

N/A

(Average P)
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5.0 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

The PLR's electronic systems provides functions crucial to

successful missions. The communications system allows the rover

to maintain contact with both the lunar base and Earth during the

mission. The navigational system provides important information

on the rover's position and heading. The rover computer is an

integral part of many systems, ranging from motor control to life

support.

5.1 COMMUNICATIONS

Communication ability is a critical part of the PLR's

overall functioning. The rover occupants must be able to report

to, and receive instructions from both the lunar base and Earth.

The requirements state that the PLR must be able to conduct

direct voice, video, and data communication with Earth. In

addition to providing person-to-person communication, the link

sends data from science experiments to Earth or the lunar base.

The rover is also equipped with short-range communications

ability for EVA operations.

5.1.1 Earth-Moon Communication

The communications system takes advantage of lunar relay

satellites assumed to be orbiting the Moon. This assumption is

valid, since a pressurized lunar rover would only be in use in an

advanced space program. Such a program would have many uses for

communications satellites (i.e. far-side lunar projects). These

satellites will be placed at the two lunar libration points (Ref.

47) providing both near and far-side coverage (Fig. 5-1). The
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lunar relay satellites allow a significant reduction in the power

needed to send signals to Earth.

The communications system uses X-band (8400-8500 MHz)

for all the links. S-band was is not suitable because of the

lower data transmission rates. K and Ka band provide very high

transmission rates, but rely heavily on unproven technology (Ref

47). X-band has low power requirements while maintaining a

relatively high data transmission rate of 20 Mbps. This data

rate allows low quality television images to be transmitted. X-

band gives good performance with proven technology. Using the

on-board computer, compression and coding techniques are employed

to reduce the size of the data to be transmitted. Data is sent

in digital form to increase accuracy and eliminate error.

Two on-board transponders, allow simultaneous transmission

and reception through two 0.9 m antennas. Dual transmission or

dual reception is also possible. Figure 5-2 illustrates the

communications system. Both signals are in X-band, but operate

at frequencies at opposite ends of the X-band spectrum. This

double-transponder, double-antenna design gives the system a

measure of redundancy. If one antenna or transponder were to

fail, the other could be used to alternately transmit and

receive.
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5.1.2 EVA Communication

The PLR occupants use S-band to communicate with crew doing

EVA work. S-band is technically simple and well-suited for

short-range voice communication. The transponder operates

through an omnidirectional 0.i m whip antenna mounted on the

rover exterior.

5.1.3 Communications Summary

The entire communications system weighs 25 kg, and has a

maximum power output of i0 W operating on a 125 V AC source. The

EVA transponder has dimensions of 0.i X 0.I X 0.i m (Ref. 49).

The two long-range transponders each occupy a space measuring 0.3

X 0.3 X 0.4 m (Ref. 48). The transponders are installed under

the floor of the rover (Fig. 5-3). The transponders rarely

operate at maximum power, since most signals are sent to one of

the lunar satellites. If a satellite malfunctions, the

transmitters have sufficient power to transmit directly to Earth

satellites. This capability is crucial, since it allows the PLR

to operate independently of the lunar satellites under many

circumstances.

5.2 NAVIGATION

To effectively perform its mission and return to the lunar

base, the PLR accurately tracks its position on the moon. A

navigational system is obviously required to perform these

duties. The system must not only give the rover's present

location, but also assist the crew in negotiating the terrain.
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5.2.2 Lunar Naviqation

The heart of the PLR navigational system is the inertial

measurement unit. This works by measuring the rotation and

acceleration in all three dimensions. Traditional gimballed

systems are large, heavy, and inefficient (Ref. 51). A strapdown

system was chosen to reduce the size, weight, and mechanical

complexity of the unit. This type of system is fixed to the body

of the PLR. The computer is used to resolve the output into an

inertial frame. The strapdown system consists of three laser

gyroscopes and three accelerometers. The laser gyroscopes are

superior to the mechanical type in that they are insensitive to

vehicle vibration, have fewer moving parts, and require less

power (Ref. 51).

A problem with inertial measurement systems is that the

position error increases over time. During a typical PLR

mission, the error becomes so large as to be intolerable. Some

sort of correction is needed. Two star mappers mounted on the

exterior of the rover periodically correct the position. These

work by recording the position of certain stars in view, and

comparing these with star maps stored in memory. The spacecrafts

inertial position can then be determined.

The computer receives data from both the inertial

measurement unit and the star sensor. The computer then compares

the data, resolves errors, and outputs the PLR position (Fig. 5-

4).
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5.2.3 Local Naviqation

Four cameras mounted on the PLR exterior provide information

on the local terrain (Fig 5-5). Servo mounts allow the cameras

to swivel. The rover occupants direct the cameras towards areas

of interest. The camera views are displayed in both the command

center and the lab area.

The rover also has a laser rangefinder assembly mounted on

top of the PLR. This mechanism is used to determine the distance

of objects, and with the aid of a computer, a rough topological

map can be generated. This aids the astronauts in driving the

rover across the lunar surface.

5.2.3 Naviqation Summary

The entire navigational system weighs 35 kg and consumes 80

W of power (Ref. 48). The star sensors are mounted on the

outside of the PLR in a such a position to give a unobstructed

view of the sky. The inertial measurement unit is mounted inside

the rover under the floor (Fig. 5-3). The laser rangefinder will

be mounted towards the front of the rover in a position that will

allow it to scan the oncoming terrain.

5.3 PLR COMPUTER

The PLR computer is a vital part of many of the vehicle

systems. Almost all of the electrical systems within the rover

depend on the computer for monitoring and control (Fig. 5-6). In

addition to these demands, the crew also utilizes the computer

for various projects and for personal use. The computer must

have multi-tasking capability to
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allow it to perform its duties. A data storage system is

required to contain the large amount of information pertaining to

the rover's operation.

A computer meeting the needs of the rover is similar to

Earth-based "mini-computers". The system weighs 25 kg and draws

200 W of power (Ref. 48). The system occupies about 0.i X 0.3 X

0.4 m. A backup computer is also carried aboard the rover in

case of primary computer failure. This emergency system is only

capable of maintaining the basic needs of the rover while it

returns to base. The primary computer is installed above the

floor in the command center. This location allows easy access

for repairs and system checks. The backup computer is stored in

the ceiling of the rover (Fig. 5-7). It operates from that

location.

Problems too large to be solved by the on-board computer are

sent to Earth via the data link. After calculation on Earth, the

solution is sent back.

A solid-state data storage system is used for information

storage and retrieval. A solid-state system lowers the

possibility of mechanical failure and increases system

reliability. The data storage system is mounted under the floor

of the PLR (Fig. 5-3).

5.4 CONTROL SYSTEM

The controls for the rover electronics are centrally

located. The control system functions through the the PLR

computer (Fig. 5-8). The computer interprets data from
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system sensors, and displays the pertinent information. Much of

the control system is autonomous, only needing the crew's

attention if a situation out of the ordinary should occur. A

bank of display screens is used interchangeably to show camera,

computer, and navigation outputs. Flat-screen technology is

utilized to reduce the size and weight of the screens. Keyboards

provide computer control. Dial controls allow manipulation of

the cameras.

5.5 ELECTRONICS SYSTEM SUMMARY

TABLE 5-1: Electronics System Specifications

Component Mass(kg) Power(W) Dimensions (m)

Transponder(2) i0

EVA Transponder 3

Parabolic Ant.(2) 25
EVA Antenna 0.5

IMU i0

Star Sensor 5

Laser Rangefinder 20

Cameras(4) 30

Main Computer 20

Backup Computer 15

Data Storage 8

Display Screens(4) 60

Control System 150

I0

1

0

0

5O

i0

40

20

200

i00

3

60

5O

0.I X 0.2 X 0.3

0.i X 0.i X 0.i

i. 0 diameter

0.8 long

0.i X 0.i X 0.i

0.I X 0.i X 0.2

0.i X 0.3 X 0.3

0.15 X 0.15 X 0.3

0.2 X 0.4 X 0.4

0.2 X 0.3 X 0.3

0.2 X 0.3 X 0.2

0.I X 0.4 X 0.4

n.a.

Total: 356.5 544
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6.0 Conclusion

Using the principles of simplicity, versatility, and

reliability, a PLR was designed that adheres to the requirements

set forth by NASA. The rover is fully capable of meeting the

needs of the lunar occupants and performing the many tasks

required for the exploration of the moon.

The design of the rover resulted in a two-piece vehicle. A

large pressurized cylindrical body houses the equipment and crew

living space. This six-wheeled body tows a two-wheeled trailer

which contains the power source in the form of an RTG. This

configuration gives the PLR added versatility.

Minimizing weight was a primary objective in the design of

the PLR. Composites are used throughout the rover to achieve

this goal. The weight summary of the PLR is given in Table 6-1.

The rover is driven by six motors mounted in the wheels.

This design offers versatility and performance. The performance

characteristics of the PLR are shown in Table 6.2.

The internal systems of the PLR include life support,

electronics, and controls. These systems allow the crew to

perform their mission while insuring their safety. The internal

layout of the rover is designed to be functional and pleasing to

the lunar astronauts.

The PLR is an effective tool for lunar exploration. Its

design allows it to perform a variety of tasks safely and

effectively. The rover can easily meet the demands placed upon

it by the space program.
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TABLE 6-1: Mass Summary (all masses in kg)

body
shell 500

suspension 102

wheels 240

motors 122

gear units 60

controllers 68

interior

walls, dividers, floor 490

life support

water requirements 388
food 112

oxygen 177

equipment 813

Total life support system (full load): 1490

power system
RTG i000

batteries 200

wiring system 150

radiator system 150

Total power system: 1500

shielding

water shielding

foil shielding

400

20

electronics

computer(s)
monitors

transponders

data storage

antenna(s)

control system
GN&C

35

6O

13

8

25

150

65

Total Electronics System Mass: 356

other weights

occupants

external equipment
EVA suits

trailer body

300

250

65

150

TOTAL PLR MASS: 6113
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TABLE 6-2: PLR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Top speed

Nominal speed

Maximum climbable incline

Turn radius

Ground clearance

Maximum output power

Nominal output power

Range ( lunar day, @ 18 km/hr )

Range ( lunar day, @ i0 km/hr )

Range ( lunar night, @ 18 km/hr )

Range ( lunar night, @ I0 km/hr )

Towing capacity ( @ 6 km/hr, 30 deg.)

18 km/hr

I0 km/hr

35 deg.

7 meters

0.85 meters

9.5 kw

6.5kw

3192 km radius

1680 km radius

3192 km radius

1680 km radius

4.2 metric tons
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APPENDIX 2-1: CALCULATIONS

Differential speed steering calculations:

u = friction coefficient ........ 0.5

W = weight of PLR ............... 6000 kg

gm = moons acceleration .......... 1.635 m/s 2

r = wheel radius ................ 0.75 m

F = frictional force per tire

f = force required per tire

T = torque required per tire

F = u*(W*gm)/36 = 817.5 N

2*f + 2,f*cos26 + 2,f*cos63 = 4*F

4.7,f = 3270 N

f = 695 N

T = f*r = 695 * .75

T = 521 N*m

APPENDIX 2-2: MOTOR CALCULATIONS

Constants: mass(m)

weight(w)

wheel radius(r)

rolling resistance coeff.(p)

angle of slope(a)

torque sensitivity(KT) of 12901

" " of 06202

back EMF constant(KB) of 12901
" " " of 06202

= 6200 kg

= 10137 N

= 0.75 m

= 0.18

= 5 ° to 30 °

= 4.75 N-m/amp

= 1.34 N-m/amp

= 4.75 V/rad/s

= 1.34 V/rad/s

Formulas: Torque(Twheel) = [w*r*cos(a)*(p+tan(a))/6] N-m

Resistive Force(Fwheel) = [ Twheel/r ] N

Voltage(V) = KB*speed(rad/s ) V

Current(I) = Toutput*(i/KT) A
Power(Pwheel) = Voltage * Current

Sample Calculations: RBE-06202-B50 Motor,0 ° incline, i0 km/hr

Twhee I = 10137*0.75*cos(0)*(0.18+tan(0))/6

Twhee I = 228.08 N-m

Fwhee I = 228.08/.75

Fwhee I = 304.11 N

Voltage = 1.34-1097-2-3.1416/60

Voltage = 153.9 V

Current = 5.37,1/1.34
Current = 4 A

Pwheel = 153.9 * 4

Pwheel = 0.616 kw
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APPENDIX 2-3: MOTOR PERFORMANCE DATA

The BMS-12901 and RBE-06202-B50 motors are compared over

varying inclines, torques, and vehicle speeds to determine their

voltage, current, and motor speed variations. It must be noted

that neither of these two motors are capable of the high torques

needed, thus a harmonic gear drive system of the appropriate gear

ratio will be used with each motor. Table A and Table B along

with the following figures, show the results of those

investigations.

TABLE A: Performance of BMS-12901 Motor

BMS-12901 DC Brushless Motor w/9.5:1 Gear Reduction System

Incline Vehicle

speed

(deg) (km/hr)

Motor Wheel Motor Voltage Current

torque speed speed

(N-m) (rpm) (rpm) (Volts) (Amps)

3O

4

6

8

i0

12

14

16

89 14.15 135 67.2 18.6

89 21.22 202 100.5 18.6

89 28.29 269 133.8 18.6

89 35.37 336 167.1 18.6

89 42.44 404 201.0 18.6

89 49.52 471 234.3 18.6

89 56.59 538 267.6 18.6

0

4

6

8

i0

12

14

16

18 14.15 135 67.2 5.2

18 21.22 202 100.5 5.2

18 28.29 269 133.8 5.2

18 35.37 336 167.1 5.2

18 42.44 404 201.0 5.2

18 49.52 471 234.3 5.2

18 56.59 538 267.6 5.2
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TABLE B: Performance of RBE-06202-B50 Motor

RBE-06202-B50 Brushless Motor w/31:l Gear Reduction System

Incline Vehicle Motor Wheel Motor Voltage Current

speed torque speed speed

(deg) (km/hr) (N-m) (rpm) (rpm) (Volts) (Amps)

3O

4 26.8 14.15 439 61.6 20.0

6 26.8 21.22 658 92.3 20.0

8 26.8 28.29 878 123.2 20.0

i0 26.8 35.37 1097 153.9 20.0

12 26.8 42.44 1316 184.7 20.0

14 26.8 49.52 1535 215.4 20.0

16 26.8 56.59 1754 246.1 20.0

18 26.8 63.66 1974 277.0 20.0

0

4 7.36 14.15 439 61.6 5.5

6 7.36 21.22 658 92.3 5.5

8 7.36 28.29 878 123.2 5.5

i0 7.36 35.37 1097 153.9 5.5

12 7.36 42.44 1316 184.7 5.5

14 7.36 49.52 1535 215.4 5.5

16 7.36 56.59 1754 246.1 5.5

18 7.36 63.66 1974 277.0 5.5

From the two tables above it can be seen that each of these

motors are capable of running at the required nominal speed

without drawing more current or voltage than allotted. In fact,

they can exceed this speed if the need arises. The RBE-06202-B50

is capable of a slightly higher speed and thus has a slight edge

in performance. The following figures illustrate motor

requirements and the capabilities for the BMS-12901 and RBE-

06202-B50 motors.
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From the required torque curve and the continuous duty cycles

for each motor it can be seen that each motor is capable of

reaching the torque required. The BMS-12901 must use a 9.5:1 gear

ratio and the RBE-06202-BS0 must use a 31:1 gear ratio. Appendix

2-2 above shows the equations used in calculating the performance

parameters.
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&PPENDIX 2-4

MODEL NUMBER BMS-12901

11

I 4.2 -

,-l_i l

3.10 -;_'_0.81
NOTES:

Size Constants Value Units

Ptak Torque Rating. tp 100 Ib.ft

xowwrotgut,sto,ed att,, (2_0. p,, 2O4 wat_

Mokx Constant._ 7.0o b.fl'l_
Numb_ of Phoses 3

Electrk:ol Time Constant - rt 20..0 ms

go_c r_ct_n (Max.). t, 2.5 l_t

Damt_ CoeeclentZmoimpedance•Fo 66.5 b.ft r:_ ,xt/s

Wlnd'_ leml:_otum 155 *C

t_ RiseloerWaff-IPR 0.17
W_dng Conmc,_ Oe,a

NumbwofPotes 28

Rotortne_a - j,, 0:I20 Ib.fl.s_

MotorWe_t 160 It)

Recommended Drive Elec_onics:BLM 2000/BLR 6000

" / Mo_ Connect_ns

/ • . ;:<

\ "-.._____._ /
"-______ --

Continuous Operation Curve

TORQUE
(tt_t)
120.0

.400

(10
0

\

2OO 400 600 8O0
S_D(RPM)

tUllE II_IO ON_ 0(GIK-.£CNdllf.N1.MOJNIIEDMOlOeIii_ usrro'

Winding Constants Winding Designation

Un_ tole¢.ance____ • A | C D E F

Voltoge. Slolle@ of I', (25_C). V, volts Nam. 7.15

Peok Cunent. b ornl:_es Rotecl 28.6

Torque Sensitivtty - K_ Ib.fl/on_ : 10% 3.50

Back EMF Constont. K_ V Der rocl/s :1:10% 4.75

DC Resistance (25oC). R. o_rns _- 1C% 0.2_

Inauctonce.L,, n'#i ± 30'4, G,O



High PerformGnce J High TorQue

RBE(H) 06200 MOTOR SERIES

Housed Motor

-.oio

.938
(23.8)

BOTH ENDS

LOCATION

EXIT

(257.2)

3_08-16UNC-2B
X .437"MIN. OP

4 HOLES £0. SPACED
ON A g.._75 DIA. B.C.

(238.1)



High Performance / High Torque

RBE(H) 06200 MOTOR SERIES

SIZE CONSTANTS

. p, EL, o.
Peak Raled Torque. : 25%

Power at Peak Rated Torque

Max. ContinuousStall Torque. Tc

Max. ContinuousOutputPower

Motor Constant.: 15%. I_

TP9. ± 15% t
, Viscous 9amping, F,

i Hysleresis Drag Torque. T,
I

i ROE- IUNITS I
05202-850

:t-;b +733
N_ ! 234 8 :

J
K. i 54 !

i FI-ID
Nm

L

w_s

}

R-Ib
i Nm

Max. CoggingTorque :
:_ Fl-lb

Nm

Inedia, Ju

(*C/W)

R.II_RPM
Nm/_PM

! FNl>-sed

Kg-m2Frameless
Motor

Weight : Lb

Housed
Motor

Inertia, Jz _- Ft-lb-sed

I Kg-_
I

Weight LiPgm

: 3025

2.33
3 15

0.37

4.0xi0"
5.4x10"

0.67
0.91

068
0.92

11.1x10")
15.0xlo)

25.6
116

17 lx10"z
_.2x10 )

45.0

20.4

1___k2No. of Poles

145 VOLT 'B' WINDING CONSTANTS

Peak Torque, z 25%, Tp R-Ib 173.,3

Nm 234+8

Peak Current,±15%, _ A_os 173

Torque Sensitivity, .,.10%, KT Ft-lb/Amp _ 1.0
_/_P ! 134

No LoadSpeed, _+10% RPM

Voltage Constant, ± 10%, K, i V/P,,ad/sec
: V/t<RPM
I

Terminal Resistance, ± 12%, R. _ ohms@ 25"C

Terminal Inductance,±30%, Le ; mH

Max. Continuous
Output Power

; Power 1 Watts
,,

Torque t Ft-lb
Nm

Speed
i RPM

1030

1.34
140

0.18

1.7

3_

21.5
29.1

99O



&PPZNDIX 2-5

MODEL NUMBER BLR-9000

VOLTAGE & CURRENTRATINGCOMBINATIONS
A. 3OOvons30amlN

OUTLINE

m_

t44 RET

l
I

J

.... l_,

i B

i

• • J

FEATURES
• CurrentLoot:)ODeratton
• VelocityLoot:)OaerattonwtlhTachometer.

Hall Devices.orEncoder
• r.mcium_ Lockedl.oopOt_atk_
• 20tOtzI_M4r.mctuen_
• StaU _ locO,m4tralNaum

SPECIFICATIONS
POWEROUTPUI

A
300 vo_/30 om¢_

MAXVOUS 300

AM_ COI_. 30

AMPSPF.AK 3O

WA,qSCOI_. 9000

WAl15F'EAK 9O0O

POWERINPUt
BUSVOLIAC_ 22OVAC50/6OHz

CURRENT 0-48A

CONIIK3tVOtIAGE NoneReq'cL

CURRENT NoneRea'cL
LOAD

t _. _0UC//U_E f In_ J
MECHANICAL

SIZE tg'w x8.7"hx 19%'cl

25_

SIGNAL CONNECTOR Terrr_ StriDs

POWER CONNECTOR Tenn. Sh_

• tog_ Eaeb_
• FaultLogic
• 19" Rack Mount

• Gmatecthan90_ Elflclent
• FourQuacb_ O;_:don
• In_ol Pc_SuI_
• bmmdm hobceon



COMMUTATION: Six Sequence or Sinusoidal

CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS

MODEL NUMBER
Servo Aml_lifiers

BLR.9OOn

CURRENT LOOP

VELOCITY LOOP

(BRUSH TACH)

COMMAND
INPUT

+IOV

±IOV

VELOCITY LOOP • +IOV
(BRUSHLESSTACH)

VELOCITY LOOP"

(ENCODER)
I " +10V

J
r

VELOCITY LOOP" !
(HALL SENSORS) ! +tOY

i

FREQUENCY LOCKED i
VELOCrPf LOOP" i Ref. _'e<l.

i

EXTERNAL

FEEDBACK

(NONE)

Brush

Toch

BnJSh_SS
Tach

Encoc_

Hall
Senso_

Hall Sensors
Or Enccx:Jer

ADJUSTMENTS

Command Scaling

Command Scaling. DC Offset
Feedback Scaling, AC Gain
Current limit

• Command Sooting. DC Offset
Feedback Scaling,AC Gain
Current Limit

Command Scaling, DC Offset
Feedback Scaling, AC Gain
Cunent Limit

Command Scaling. DC Offset
Feedback Scaling, AC Gain
Current Umit

(Foctcxy Pre-set)

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SERVO DRIVE SYSTEM "

,;I ola  al -C _

_G_ INVERTER

wE MOOULE
UPPER OUllOUt
swn'cH

LOWIER "tlEMP
SWITCH

CGAll

[
: EXllERNN.

I-
: RE_STORS

LOGIC
PONER

LOGIC
POWER

lrl
_z

LCX3¢ z
_aWER|

READY ENABLEcuRREN T FAULT

COMMAND

_EFt I/0

CURRENT LOOP RPS
CURRENT OVER TRANS

RESET MONITOR CUR_=NT Ct.OCK

' I III
I III

I I III

I/0

I [
OVER OVER

TEMP VOLT_

l ! l t I

i
i
i

POWER ENABLE READY OVER OVlER

I_'MP CURRENT

FRONT PANEL LED'S



APPENDIX 3.1

** RADIATOR AREA CALCULATIONS (Ref. 18)

q= (Trad4-Tsink 4 )

where:

is the heat flux per unit area (W/m2)2q
4

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m -K )

is the emmissivity of the radiator surface

Tra d is the radiator temperature (K)

Tsink is the effective sink temperature (K)

Using:

Tra d = 20 K

Tsink = 1300 K

q = 1.309 x 105

using a ii00 kW cooling requirement, radiator area = 8.403 m 2
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APPENDIX 3.2

11

mlI t39e - Lim)

cbuz_terlsti_

voltage := 1.3 volta lit 8.5 amp.bzl

Um_q n-p/_t)

m:

n - mmbe: ot required ellls

uFa
v :- 1.2 _lts p

n :- -- n - 83.333
v i

To m_pIy pom_ for the required 2 bo_s, x rAmb_ O£ cells m_t be in series

x -mmxLaum z_luLz_d cun_mt_tao/ce11 _ output

:= 30 m
tim := 2 IL'I

celZcuz_U_ := 6.S m

current tim
X :m X a 9.231

cellcun_nt
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APPENDIX 4-1: Thermal Control System Calculations (Page i)

Surface Area CalculatiQns:
2

ACONNECTION S = 0.01 m_ AENDS = PI*(r(r2+h2) "5 + (r-_5)5).
AWINDOW S = 0.60 m _ + 2*(r+r-.5)/_*(2(r-l) _)

ACy L = 2*PI*r*l = 65.9734 m z = 17%190554 m z

Total: A s = 83.2 m _

PLR Surface Temperature:

a = albedo L = luminosity s = sun

E = energy d = seperation distance

m = moon P = PLR

T = temperature

Assume: 50% PLR bottom surface covered with lunar dust/soil

l-aptop = 0.020 L s = 3.83E+33 erg/sec
l-apbot = 0.4735 Lm(400K) = 5.51E+23 erg/sec

dm_ P = 173800150 cm ds_ P = 1.4665E+13 cm 1-a m = 0.927

dE/dtlre c = dE/dtls-p _ dE/dtlm-p + dE/dtls_m_ P

dE/dt s-P (Ls/4*PI*d_)*(As/2)*(l-aptop ! = 1.18E+I0 erg/sec
dE/dt m-P (Lm/4*PI*dZ)*(As/2)*(l-apbot) = 2.96E+II erg/sec

dE/dt s-m-P = dE/dtls-P * (1-am) * (l-apbot)/(l-aptop)

= 2.59E+II erg/sec

dE/dtlrec = 5.668E+l14erg/sec
dE/dt rad = As*°*TEFF Energy r_eved = Energy radiated
Thus, TEFF = [ dE/dtlre c / (As,O) ]_i_ = 331.08 K

Computinq Heat Flux in/out of PLR:

Q = heat R = thermal resistance k = thermal conductivity

Qshell = (Tout - Tin) / Rtot

Rto t = SUM: in(ro/ri)/(2*PI*k*L ) = Rsafe haven + Rrest PLR

Rsh: 3 Carbon(x: 8 mils, k: 1.6 W/mK), 2 Foam(.5", .0231),

30 MLI(I.3 mils, 0.00029), and 1 H20(2.5 cm, .597)

Rrp: Rsh - H20 layer. Length = 5.8 m instead of 1.2 m

Rto t = 0.4022398 K/W + 0.082729 K/W = 0.4849688 K/W

Qshell = (Tout - Tin) * 2.0619882 W/K

Qwindows = (Tout - Tin) / Rtot

Rtot: SUM: x/kA = (l/A) * SUM: (x/k)

3 glass(k: 0.896 W/mK), 2 air(0.02512), each x=3/40"

Rto t = 0.2632172 K/W

Qwindows = (Tout - Tin) * 3.7991444

Qends = (Tout - Tin) / Rtot

Rto t = SUM: x/kA = 4.51238 K/W See Rrp data, A = 17.19 m 2

Qends = (Tout - Tin) * 0.2216125 W/K

Qconn = (Tout - Tin) * kA/x (A=0.01 m 2, x=3/8", k=l.6 W/mK)

Qconn = (Tout - Tin) * 1.6810667 W/K

QPLR = SUM (Qi) = (Tout - Tin) * 7.763812 W/K

References: 41, 42, 43, 44, 45
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APPENDIX 4-1: Thermal Control System Calculations (Page 2)

PLR Radiator Heat Load:

Assume all power consumed is dissipated as heat.

LSS power consumption = 1375 W Thus, let QLSS = 1375 W

Electronic consumPtion = 544 W Thus, let QELECT = 544 W

Additional heat sources: crew metabolism and PLR heat flux

QCREW = 342 W QPLR = 7-7638*(TOuT-TIN)

TIN = 295 K maximum TOU T = 331 K minimum TOU T = 80 K

Sum up all heat sources to find total heat load.

Thus, QMAX = 2540.4972 W QMIN = 591.78048 W

PLR Radiator Area Calculations:

Equations: q = e * o * ( Trad 4 - Ts 4 ) A = Q / q
Variables:

q - heat flux (W/m 2) Q - PLR heat load

T s - effective sink temp (K) A - radiator area

Tra d - rad temperature (K) e - rad emissivity
o - Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2*K 4)

Calculations (Area FS = 1.5):

Tspac e = 4 K Assume moon view factor = 0.15

T s = 0.85 * (4 K) + 0.15 _ (4004K) = 63_4 K
q(Trad=300 K) = 0.8-5.67-I0-_*(300 - 63.4 _ = 366.7 W/_ 2

A FS * 2540.50 W / 366.70 W/m _ 10.39 m _

q(Trad=400 K) = 0.8-5.67"10-8"(4004 - 63.44_ = 1160.5 W/m2

A FS * 2540.50 W / 1160.5 W/m _ - 3.283 m z

Heat Pump's Mass Savinqs:

Mass Decrease = i0 kg/m 2 * (10.39 - 3.283) = 71.07 kg

Mass Increase = ii kg/kW-cooled * 2.540 kW = 27.94 kg

Net Mass Reduction:

Decrease - Increase = 71.07 - 27.94 = 43.13 kg

N-Eicosane Calculations:

Characteristics:

Tmelt = 309.7 K Cpsol = 2210 J/kg K

Tmax = 368.0 K (arbitrary) Cpliq_ 2010 J/kg K
Tmi n = 292.0 K aensluy 856 kg/m _

hf = 247000 J/kg
Heat Stored:

Q(J) = m*[Cpsol*(Tmelt-Tmin)+Cpliq*(Tmax-Tmelt)+hf]
m * _03.3 kJ/kg

Install 2 canisters: m = 72.03 kg vol = 0.08415 m 3

References: 46, 26, 27, Table 4-1
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APPENDIX 4-2: Storage Tank Dimensions

2 Oxygen (02) Tanks:

Mo 2 = 176.27 kg

Ptank = 2215 psi = 15284000 N/m 2

T = 294 K

Ro 2 = 259.8 J/kg-K

Using perfect gas law,

Result: r = 0.24 m, 1 = 2.44 m

1 Nitrogen (N2) Tank:

Mn 2 =

Ptank 2215 psi = 15284000 N/m 2
T = 294 K

Rn 2 = 296.8 J/kg-K

Using perfect gas law,

Result: r = 0.214 m, 1 = 1.87 m

Water Tanks:

Potable Water Tank:

Mh2o = 297.534 kg Vol = 0.297534 m 3

Result: r = 0.24 m, 1 = 1.65 m

Water Recovery Tanks:

Load: initial (91.256kg) + humidity (1.82 kg/m-d)

+ EVA (0.91 kg/m-E) = _FS = 1.2) = 220.112 kg
Total Volume = 0.220112 m

Results:

Holding Tank : r = 0.1875 m,

Storage Tank : r = 0.225 m,

Hot/Cold Tanks: r = 0.150 m,

1 = 2.00 m

i= 1.39m

i= 1.56m

Urinal Storage Tank:

Load: Flush (0.50 kg/m-d) + Urine (1.5_ kg/m-d)
= 190.4 kg .... > Vol = 0.1904 m

Result: r = 0.177 m, 1 = 1.95 m

All values computed using figures from Table 4-1, 4 men, 14

days, and a factor of safety of 1.7, unless stated otherwise.
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APPENDIX 4-3: Water Management Calculations

Bed Flow:

Vel in bed = 3.9 cm/sec -- equivalent to 79 cc/min
Vol of bed = 2.0546"i0 -j m j

Contact time = 2.0546"10 -3 m 3 / 79 cc/min = 26 min

Media Usage Rate -- 3.1 cc media / 1 processed H20

Replace a canister every 663 liters processed H20

H20 Processed Daily: 4m(1.81 + 5.5 + 5.67 + 1.81 + 0.44)kg

+ 6E(0.91)kg = 66.38 1 (max in one day)

No EVA: 60.92 1

# of Days between canister replacement: 663/66.38 = I0 days

# of Days bt. canister replacement (no EVA) = 10.9 days

Daily Operation Time: 66.38 1 / 79 cc/min = 14 hrs

Daily Operation Time (no EVA): 12 hrs, 51 min

APPENDIX 4-4: Extra Supplies (See Fig. 4-6)

S QTY ITEM SYMBOL MASS (kg)

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

WMM Filter F

Pumps P

Fans FAN

Mulit-media bed MMB

Iodine Remover Bed IR

Generator G

LiOH canister LiOH

Charcoal canister CC

Treated charcoal canister TCC

Iodine Supplies IS

Camera/Lights CL

Tool Kit TK

Fire Alarm FA

Fire extinguisher FE
AA batteries for FA BAT

Set of System Manuals MAN

Human waste bags WB

Generic urinal cup CUP

Tissue paper TP

Soap/Shampoo/etc SS

0.I0

3.00

2.70

4.00

1.00

4.00

20.00

6.00

3.00

0.25

5.00

15.00

0.25

3.00

0.i0

0.i0

0.25

0.25

0.50

0.50

S

F

W

QTY

- Storage Area

- Under Floor Storage

- Behind walls/Storage for easy crew access

- Quantity
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APPENDIX 5-1

Calculation of antenna size

For parabolic reflector:

G=17.8+20*log(D)+20*log(f)

(efficiency=0.55)

G=maximum gain
D=diameter of dish

f=frequency of signal

For X-band:

f=8.20 GHz (average power for band)
G=35.0 dB

35.0=lT.8+20*log(D)+20*log(8.20)

Solving for D yields:

g=:o.g055 m
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